Friends Academy
8th Grade
Performing Arts

Film Scoring Project Assignment

Create your own one-minute film and then create your own original score. The one-minute restriction is meant to force the audience to experience 60 seconds. Is your one minute frantic, calm, slow, fast? You will need to make your movie in iMovie, export it to the desktop and then drag it into GarageBand. The movie will have no sound. No dialogue. All of the ambient sound picked up from the video recording device will be deleted. So, do not worry if your initial video has ambient sound. All of the sound that we will hear, will be made in GarageBand.

Please adhere to the theme of Identity: YOU AND SIXTY SECONDS
Who are you?
What do you stand for?
Tell a story worth telling, something that defines you.
How can you create a narrative about you using film and music?